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The TEL recommender 
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We need to design for each domain an 
appropriate recommender system that fits the goals, tasks, 
and particular constraints
But...
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“The performance results 
of different research 
efforts in TEL 
recommender systems 
are hardly comparable.” 
(Manouselis et al., 2010)
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The TEL recommender 
experiments lack 
transparency. They need 
to be repeatable to test:
• Validity
• Verification
• Compare results
Survey on TEL Recommender
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The continuation of small-scale experiments with a limited amount of learners that rate the 
relevance of suggested resources only adds little contributions to a evidence driven 
knowledge base on recommender systems in TEL. 
How others compare their 
recommenders
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1. Evaluation of recommender systems in TEL
2. Data supported learning examples
3. Datasets from Learning Object Repositories and Web content
4. Privacy and data protection for dataTEL
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1. Contextualisation  AND 2. Connecting Learner
Recommender technologies are promising to 
match users on defined characteristics and create 
a kind ‘neighborhood’ of like-minded users 
(Context). In that way, recommender systems 
extract contextual information and offer valuable 
data to suggest suitable peer learners 
(Connecting Learners).
Evaluation of TEL recommender
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Join us for a Coffee ...
http://www.teleurope.eu/pg/groups/9405/datatel/
This silde is available at:
http://www.slideshare.com/Drachsler
Email:           hendrik.drachsler@ou.nl
Skype:          celstec-hendrik.drachsler
Blogging at:  http://www.drachsler.de
Twittering at: http://twitter.com/HDrachsler
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